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An Appeal to 
First Statement Readers 

On the occasion of anniversaries people like to review their past 
achievements. O-rganizations do so in a mood of reverence and 1 hey 
generally conclude by asking your assistance in the future. Everyone 
is subject to this weakness at sometime and we confess that we are no 
exception. 

August brings us to the end of our second year of publication. 
During this period our dexterity in dodging the pitfaJls of literary 
magazines has made it possible to bring out a total of twenty-eight 
issues. About forty-five writers have contributed to our pages. These 
writers include a majority of those who sprang up along with ourselv s 
as well as writers who have established Canadian reputations. Under 
existing circumstances in Canada, we think that the apQearance of a 
printed magazine, containing some work of genuine value is an achieve-
ment worth noting. / 

However this is poo.r consolation in the face of our financial diff
iculties. The cost of producing First Stat< rnent averages fjfty dollars 
a month. This includes the money needed for rent, linotype, paper, 
bookbinding, mailing, and miscellaneous items. As the total income is 
only about twenty-five dollars a month, the expenses could never have 
been paid unless the editors and friends had made contributions to the 
magazine. Even so we have only been able to make irregular appear
ances and we have had to mi~s publication again during June anti July. 

We must secure additional help if we are to publish as originally 
planned. If besides the present voluntary contributions, some assis
tance were received from persons outside First Statement, our finan
cial problems would be solved. 

We would urge all those who are interested in the future of First 
Statement to give us any assistan~e possible. Contributions, whether 
large or small, will be welcome They should be addressed to the edi
tors at 635 St Paul _St. W., Room 4, Montreal, Que. 

THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

FIRST STATEMENT £••••••• Prese ••• Peetry 
635 ST. PAUL STREET WEST MONTREAL, QUE. 



FIRST 
Cau.adiar! Prose and Poetry 

Editorial 
Literary criticism follows the sam.e laws whi h apply to so

ciety as a whole. The needs of society can cause critical values 
to take a social direction, since it is a truism that literature and 
life are closely knit. 

Against a background of social chaos, of which the war is 
only the violent and morbid symptom, such social pressure is re
flected in the cry for social function in art - "social conscious
ness" . 

This special and almost exclusive emphasis belongs to our own 
age: it is the product of :rvlarxism, the social sciences, and the ten
sions that go with the break-up of capitalism. Moreover, it is 
also the most significant and necessary part of our thinking. We 
cannot escape it, for there is no neutral position. 

1v1oreover, poets and prose writers, like the average man, are 
not free from human faiLngs; and one of these is the escapist 
tendency today. \iVhere the average man turns to alcohol, the 
radio, and the cornics, the artist builds up his own defence 
mechanisms against these mass influences. He escapes by narrow
ing his field , restricting his aud·ence to the sympathetic, and 
adopting artist:c defences of style and subject matter. This applies 
both to writers like T. S. Eliot, and to writers v ith a lesson, like 
George Barker. or VI. H. Auden. Since the war, there is even a 
tendency _ among the poets with a gospel to assume a pseudo
solution to all our emotional conflicts, and to offer hard-headed 
social and political preachments. 

In this contemporary setting, the political context of the work 
of poetry or prose is of course a fascinating study. That aspect is 
important in the understanding and appreciation of any contem
porary writing. But the final criterion of judgment is still the 
standard of the art itself- good taste, which derives its authority 
from a long tradition, and from a sense of what is significant and 
close to human nature. This, and nothing else, decides whether 
''social significance" will be artisti~ally valid or not. 
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Frogmore's Folly 
- ].S. GLASSCO 

( Tote: - This is the first of severa l extracts from the author's own tran lation of the 
unpublished no \·el Frogmme n arriere, which was written from 1935 to 1938. ) 

When it was all over, Frogn1ore had to admit that this first 
essay, considering the diff iculties involved, and his own nervous
ness which made him quite hope1ess, had been remarkably success-
ful. 

But that had been only the beginning. For the past week he had 
been carried from height to height, in a dizzy progress that r e
vealed at once the sublimest peaks of perversity and the chasms 
over which they were propped, led by a guide wit h an Alpine genius 
for the terrain and an astonishing talent for playacting. 

The raw material of his .own experience had been swiftly used up, 
and by the second day, feeling a reflection of the woman's im
patience, he had joined with her in switching the background of 
their encount ers from his boyhood to her own youth. Then, it was 
the school at Harlowe that loomed behind them, and the passionate 
womanly exultation over the helpless, as her costume became once 
more the sweeping white overall and little starched cap of those 
days , an outfit with the sexual anonymity of a uniform. Now, he 
learned of malicious devices , of subtle provocations and penalties,· 
of ceremonials designed to frighten or humiliate. 

Gradually, too, Frogmore became absorbed in the idea of a 
fictive self, involved in a richly textured daydream spun around his 
imaginary reliationship with this woman, from which depended a 
host of secondary pictures that gave from it like anterooms, al
coves and backstairs from some regal boudoir which they have 
come to surpass in interest; around this situation of the whipped 
boy there had, indeed, sprung up a whole constellation of ancillary 
scenes of their life together, sudden flashes of moments in their 
day, glimpses of an existence which drew their sole significance from 
the simple, central fact that he had been or was about to be 
punished by her,-just as, in certain novels, the point of ordinary 



incidents and dialogue hung on the fact of the hero being a 
murderer, or blind, or an eunuch. 

His pleasure while under the lash itself was a different matter. 
Recalling it now as one might recall the emotion produced by a 
pi ce of music heard many tin1es , he noted its strangely uneven and 
a1nbiguous quality. its effect of a compound of two elements that 
would not coalesce or reinforce each otber,- the psychosexual and 
the sensuous; for it was, throughout, an amalgam whose most 
s lriking symptom v. as a certain physical quiescence. 

Of the two elements, it was the former which dominated the 
1 criod of preparations, like a tenuous theme played by a solo violin, 
a 1d which was overcome and dispelled, as if by a tasteless inter
ruption of the brasses, by t he bald ugliness of t he latter, by the 
plangent sharpness of physical. pain which ushered in a period of 
unalloyed discomfort ; e en t he most expert t echnique could not 
intcrn1it or abridge this exasperating but integral phase, which 
however gradually gave way, ·with one's induration , to a resurgence 
of the first n1ood, when the psychic pleasure was suddenly regained. 
Now one was filled and divinely buoyed up by the infinitely richer 
rc-sta~e1nent of the first then1e, given wit h symphonic depth and 
colour as one drank in the details of the scene, experiencing the 
f lowing actuality of what had been to begin with, only t he violin 's 
r everie. Then, even these faded away, one closed one's eyes and 
succu1nbed to the subtly increased pain as it became pleasure of a 
transcendent keenness, until at last one entered the bacchantic 
ecstasy of religious flagellants like Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi or 
Elizabeth of Genton, who, their hands bound behind them, had 
cried out with the inspired monotony of the tongues of the convent 

· scourges themselves, '0 love, 0 eternal love! 0 love, love, love! ' 
Then indeed one's very flesh took the perverse contagion, offering 
itself with obtrusive ilnmodesty, echoing, in this casting-off of the 
instinctive, immemorial fear of pain, the brain's complete abandon
nlent of cmnmon-sense. 

This second, triumphant theme defied analysis: it expressed an 
experience truly mystical , a supersensual trance from which one 
emerged with an impression only of light, fire and love. The other, 
the psychic enchantment of the complementary theme, alone 
offered material for investigation . . 

The source of this enchantment, Frogmore saw at once, lay not 
only in one's participation in the action, but in the objective idea 
of the situation, in the picture it pres nted. In other words, one's 



pleasure was that of the spectator as well as the actor. This had , at the time, seemed so natural as to pass unnoticed, but now the fact led him on a train of inquiry. 
Starting from his observation that this role of spectator was distinct frorn the role of actor, that it could be ·instantaneously assumed and thrown off at will, and that one tended to adopt it most often during periods of respite, he soon made a startling discovery: It was this role that was really paramount throughout erotic reverie, when the primary, subjective, 'masochistic' role was quite overshadowed. 

But when he began to inquire into the quality and source of the pleasure inhering in this secondary role, he found himself at a loss. Did it arise, perhaps, merely from projecting oneself into the woman? No, he decided, it was not altogether that: it was still the picture that stirred one. He took another tack: "Let us imagine the two actors as women." This opened up a new, disturbing perspective,-but before he had time to explore it a final question posed itself squarely before him. Wl:lat if the actors themselves changerl roles? 
Confused, he brought himself to a full stop. Then, feeling that he must solve the mystery of his perversion as soon as possible, he decided to send away at once for the authoritative works of abnprmal psychology. 

While awaiting these, however, he returned to the subject, and was soon carried away by wild conjectures. His imagination, working in a void, called up a new vision of the world; like the Due des Esseintes who exclaimed, in a moment of blinding insight, 'All is syphilis', he thought to see his own perver sion everywhere, as a tide of infection that, setting in little more than two hundred years ago, was steadily rising, saturating the minds of men. 
Starting from obscure cases like that of Alfonso of Ferrara and those mentioned briefly by Pico della Mirandola and in Charier's Luisa Sigea, Frogmore swiftly traced the malady's early history through Beroalde de Verville and Brantome, writers to whom it was familiar though still puzzling, until he arrived at its public l'ecognition in Sir John Davies' epigram, the dramatic scenes of Shadwell and Otway, and an anonymous squib on Nathaniel Lee. For, though not originally endemic to England, as appeared by the European treatises of Meibomius, Bartolini and Jean Boileau, it had begun to flourish there with peculiar vigour, as in a pre-



disposed body, and had received a thor oughly cynical attention in 
Ward's London -,1JY and Cleland's Fanny Hill. Then, its symptoms 
trumpeted from across the channel by the academic works of 
Thiers, Lanjuinais and Doppet, and with Rousseau's example and 
cachet of approval, it suddenly took London by storm, descending 
on the city like another plague whose r avages were attested by the 
literary capers, high kicks and 'splits ', exuberant as those of a 
burlesque chorus, of the anonymous J!culame Birchim.'s D ance, the 
AdventuTes of L ady Ga y pankeT and Th e Bwntickl r R eveL. 

This was the Golden Age of passive flagellation , of the votaries 
of birch. The fashion, led by the Regent, swept a Mayfair which 
soon blossomed with whipping establishments; everywhere was 
heard the sound of the rods and the impassioned lectures of pseudo
school-mistresses and stepmothers, while fortunes were made by 
professionals like Mrs. Berkeley, Charlotte Spencer and Mrs. 
Miller. 

After this wild outbreak the disease had appeared to die down, 
driven underground or into a flabby idealism by the middle-class 
morality: already, indeed, it had quietly infected the sensibility of 
romanticism, as in the case of Keats , and soon it was to drape itself 
in the inanities of the Victorian period, and to be apparent, like a 
delicate but sustaining melodic theme, behind the roars of Brobdig
nagian weeping and merriment in which the English novel indulged 
for nearly fifty years. In Dickens especially, whose genius was 
equal to anything, the masochistic theme was woven into the tex
ture of his finest novel, where the hero's life was dogged by a 
superbly waxwork Fatal Woman no less than by ·the nemesis of 
Magwitch, the repulsive and paternal convict,-although much 
earlier, as in -ick elb y and Ohver T u·i ·t , this author had already 
shown his interest in purely physical domination, an interest cun
ningly disguised by fiery indignation or by fits of laughter. With 
Thackeray, a 1nore complex and inhibited personality, the results 
were. not so happy, and in E ·nwnd , a book that was all wrong, the 
latent, unavowed obsession had charged the story with an un
bearable falsity, filling it with spurious situations and posturings 
which could be traced back to the influence of that Rachel Castle
wood who infected Jhe whole book, like a blight. This great nove
list, however, having gotten the poison out of his system, had 
followed his real bent in several magnificent works, and when he 
returned to the subject in later years had done much better in 
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sketches like Dr. B1'r-ch, where he flooded it with an equable and innocent humour. . 
Meanwhile the disease had once more appeared openly, in a beautiful and advanced form, in the novels of the French Second ' Empire. From there, it spread through the underwoods of literature like a prairie fire, flaming up at last in the classic case of Sacher-Masoch, a wretched novelist whose style and ideas were pitifully unequal to his subject, and whose only merit was his frankness . 

It was really a poet who had plumbed the depths of the perversion: this was Swinburne, whose letters and unpublished works gave the profoundest insight into its nature. He it was who had, almost single-handed, contaminated the literature of Europe, inspiring the absurdities of the decadents and the style of d' Annun-. zio. 
I-Iowever, the early years of the century had shown some subsidence in the number of cases; at this time, little original work was produced, and pornography itself was driven back on reprints. Some propaganda and posters of the Great War had attempted to revive the spirits of the home front in 1917 with this stimulant, but it was soon apparent that, in England at least, the virus of the· disease had been finally assimilated. Inoculated by so many violent doses, his powerful resistance reinforced by the anti-toxin of Anglo-Saxon humour, John Bull was now immune. 

Yet all this time the germs, carried to another continent, had been insidiously ravaging constitutions whose rude vigour made them particularly susceptible. America had accepted the perversion, but, as it accepted everything else, without admitting or even knowing it. Here, in Baudelaire's phrase, atan s'e t f ait ingenu to, an extent never before reached. 
For one was faced now with an entire new world Aiominated by this disposition, which had been so repressed, sublimated and fitted into a scheme of fears and aspirations that it had become the veritable groundbass of the continent's life. Already, one could see that it supplied the mainspring of all popular entertainment, underlying the varied stock situations of the theatre, and saturating the idiocies of the cinema; superimposed on the native pattern of physical violence and business success, it suffused the formal plots of the magazine stories; it could even be seen grinning through the excruciating masks of the comic-strips. 



But worse than this , it had made its way into government offices. 
One saw its effects especially in State Departments and foreign 
policy, where it disguised itself, with wonderful craftiness, as an 
attitude of cynical realism, under cover of which it was free to 
accomplish its secret goal of abasing itself before an imperium, 
going through all the motions of a deliciously pro!onged yielding 
in which protocol was really turned into an erotic cerc1nonial , and 
tile final concession into a symbolical baring of the croup . 

This blindness, this stupidity so unaware of real n1otives, was 
enough to make one angry. 

"If I had my way," thought Frogmore bitterly, "I shoulc~ know 
how to deal with these perverse diplomats. Before signing a treaty 
or making a decision of policy they should be taken to some expe
rienced woman who would give them a sound drubbing!" 

Yet the behaviour of these officials only expressed. as was proper 
in a democracy, the temper of all the citizens. Ah, would his conti
nent never come to its senses, before the actual strokes began to 
fall, before the brutal fact of its own suffering made it realize that 
its enemies were not also playing a salacious game? 

Two Poe1ns 
TOUR TOWARD THE TE 1PESTS 

Pilgrims of darkness in the essential core, 
In our times' tempest, our passive malady; 
Combing the latitudes of spiritual power 
As brain and heart cower in sympathy. 

Aloft in regions of metaphysical mind, 
The depths of lines in a human tower; 
Within the battle where the miles of men 
Ordain the conscience of the hour. 

The fragile impulse, seeded in the span, 
As freight, stowed, forgotten in the moulds; 
In limbo lassitude the magic nets 
Careen above the ship's tragic holds. 
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These troops! how fatal is their fear 
From yesterday's sailing and tomorrow's dock ; 
Untrained by passive years to know 
The anatomy of hell 's moral shock. 

POEM FOR CHRISTMAS IN WARTIME 

The day is kind for those that die -
To those for whom this century is done; , 
Kaput as ~he Russians say, or Finished 
The game over, as the Americans echo in fun 
When the batter misses and the crowd goes home. 

The day is dull for political speeches 
Or block parties, the black flags and orators. 
It looks like rain, with the earth full 
Of so many flowers. And there, standing, 
Are fathers mourning their war-killed sons. 

The night is bright with remembered stars 
Placed in the usual a venues of lightness. 
And the women talk, looking more than sad, 
With lovers, husbands, friends , removed from brightness. 
The world is only' older, sadder, colder. 

- HARRY ROSKOLENKO 

Jewish Main Street 
And first, the lamposts whose burning match-heads 
Scatter the bog fires on the wet streets; 
Then the lights from auto and store window 
That flake cool and frothy in the mist 
Like a beaten colloid. 
In this ghetto's estuary 
Women with offspring appraise 
The solemn hypocrisies of fish 
That gorp on trays of blue tin. 
They enter the shops 
And haggle for a dead cow's rump. 



Old Jews with memories of progroms 
Shuffle across menacing doorways; 
They go fearfully, quietly. 
They do not wish to disturb 
The knapsack of their sorrows. 
Yet even so-
The gentiles, their yes-no plaudits 
Rising easily as beer suds, 
Will slip another stone 
In to their knapsack. 
0 here each anonymous Jew clutches 
His ration book for the minimum 
Items of survival 
Which honoured today - who knows? -
Tomorrow some angry potentate 
Shall declare null and void. 

IRVING LAYTON 

_Scalding Water 

9 

WILLIAM McCONNELL 

I was walking down the hill one day, down towards the low, 
squatting cannery buildings. This descent always depressed me, 
not so much the feeling of work to be done, ledgers and pay sheets, 
but the sodden, ashy atmosphere of the place, a grey dead wound 
plastered on the face of the cove. As my feet stumbled on the 
unevennesses of the trail (you know I lived in a small cabin I 
had renovated five hundred feet up from tidewater) I began to 
think of the youngster, to wonder if he would be confined to this 
environment like so many of the others. And, even if he were, how 
his self would develop. Perhaps, like his unusual dir~ct schooling, 
a paralleling to his primary experiences, a confinement to this 
enviro!lment would be responsible for a fuller development than 
the city, with its maze of subsidiary current, so puzzling to even 
an adult (it is by no accident that city dwellers are more susceptible 
to cancer and to that deadlier cancer of the mind, habitual 
indecisive wondering). I myself, I remembered, found most of my 
formal education little more than a series of half-successful checks, 
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imposed according to the peculiar vagaries of the teacher and the 
current fads of the provincial curricula (for, as Provincial Govern
ments are defeated, so are there cranky twists to education). I 
remembered I found these checks stifling. What little education, 
true education I did receive, was counter to these checks, a per
verse search for antithesis. But certainly, in essence, I found little 
in my education which developed my natural faculty for enquiry. 
Well, then, wouldn't this environment, for the youngster, save him 
from this? Or had his possessiveness for information and its 
application so dev~loped that the low-slung boundaries of formal 
education could no longer over-awe him. Perhaps he had reached 
that stage, generally approached by children normally reared , -in 
puberty, where the overaweing proce s no longer works and their 
resultant cockiness is a clue t o t heir awakening. 

But to get back to the train of my inquiry (my thoughts had 
wandered just like this . There is no reason why I should clip, 
shave, and arrange them in a row for you), perhaps this real 
atmosphere, this env:ronn1ent of basic activity, of struggle, of 
slabbing hard work, of occasional violence, 'vas more in key to the 
boy's enquiries than any makeshift arrangement in a well-heated, 
sanitary schoolroom. No, if his mother asked me again, I would 
advise her against it. Not that there was a hell of a lot of chance 
that she would send the boy downcoast. Not unle s , that is, that 
I came through with my customary financial support. The boy had 
become a personality, and a personality under my guidance. To 
get hack to the point, how could the at mosphere of a blackboard, a 
crayoned picture of a dimly-resembled bird, take the place of a 
crane needling its legs in the mud of the hog, u?_)-creek? How 
could the recitation of blu:nted facts of B. C.'s fishing industry 
measure up to his little mouth working convulsively as he watched 
the boom sweep up tons .of the glistening, · silvery, blubbering 
ealmon, during the run? Oh, true, I could not show h~m a coal 
mine, nor a phosphate factory, nor a piano-tuning establishment. 
But I could tell him about them just as effectively as some resentful 
introvert, chaffing under the restrictions of One Thousand Dollars 
a year. But there was one difficulty, he must have company of his 
own age, at least periodically. Why? Because if for no other reason 
than to_ re:eal his dexterity, his ability, his natural savageness. 
Otherwise It would bott~e up inside him, curdle, and resist being a 
normal urge to accomplishment. A child, during this stage of life, 
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I considered, without occasional company, is like a furnace, 
well laid with dry kindly, heavier wood, and dull-gleaming coal, 
but with no match to· set it aflame and cause it to give off heat. 
Just as the recitation and memorising of dull facts, not made 
alight by some vision and primary experience, smoulders at first 
dutifully then jells, in an atrophying mass that forever resists 
oxidation. 

True, the other child, less favoured in it s education than my 
protege, might resent the superiority of the lad. Yet, from my 
own experience they react and appreciate the needs of one another. 
Too the youngster had not yet reached that age where superiority 
is so resented. Later on perhaps it m~ght experience that paradox
ical situation where the incapable or lazy individual so resents 
contact wit h the capable and vital. I have yet to explain this 
attitude fairly. For if the incapable one is so interested in refuting 
the other's right to behave superiorily why, then, does he insist 
on shoving his med~ocrity down the other's throat? 

I had reached the bend in the trail, where the salmon-berry 
brush had intertwined above head-height, to form a canopy, from 
which the odd caterpilla r would drop on one's shoulder and further 
aggravate the mood of grievance that accompanies a slithering 
walk downhill. My thoughts became boiled in a porridge of daily 
trivia as I swung the prickly branches away from my face and 
kept a wary eye for the slugs that squash too-easy on a woollen 
shirt. Ahead, the green twiners obscured the second turning. But 
not enough to hide the patch or red, hiding in the foliage . I kept 
my snarling breath pitched h"gh, but retraced my steps slowly. 
I picked up a piece of dead fir limb and heaved it high to land at the 
turning. Sure enough there was a rustle. I threw another, this time 
to land off the trail. There was a squeal and the boy's body tumbled 
out onto the path, doubled up with laughter. I scrambled forward 
and picked him up by the arms and jerked him high above my head. 
He wriggled and shouted, so I let him fall. He stared up at n1e, 
crest-fallen, almost whimpering, "\A/hy did you let me fall, Bill?" 

"Why not? I replied, as casually as I could. 
"I trusted you not to." 
"And trusted yourself, perhaps you mean?" 
"Eigh ?" 
"Did you trust me not to h~t you fall , or yourself?" 
''Myself, Bill.'' 
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"Then make certain, lad, before you do." 
"Oh." 

First State1nent, 

. I" Then, more gaily, "You saw me, but I heard you coming. 
You heard me because I was unprepared. I saw you, though." 
"How did you know?" 
"How do you expect a red shirt to look like green leaves?" 
"But I only have a red shirt." This in a petulant voice. 
"Then take it off, youngster, if you must hide. Your skin 1S 

neutral." 
"It wasn't that important, Bill. I was just having fun." 
"You couldn't have wanted to have fun badly enouugh, eh ?" 
"I guess not! No matter. Let's go swimming down in the creek! 

Try and catch me." 
So we began our uneven race down the hill. I didn't let him 

outstretch me, as I was tempted to do. But plunged straight ahead 
and showed him the speed of my long legs, galloping on with piston
thrusts of my arms. He shrieked and laughed at my comical appear
ance and did his best not to drop behind too far from sight. I 
spurted speed so as to round the side trail to the pool before he 
could catch my tail. I slipped into the brush, bordering the sidt=>, and 
crouched motionless, waiting for him to pass. When he did·, crowing 
with effort and delight, I shrieked and reared from my spot.. He 
didn't glance my way but puttered on towards the water. When I · 
caught up with him, annoyed, he said, "You wanted to run. then 
started to play my old game! I won. We said a race ! I won the 
race!" 

We stripped and paddled in the snow-cold water, slowly dipping 
our shivering legs ever-deeper in the middle-depths. He sprang out 
from the edge with a shout and disappeared in a fiury of foam. The 
little beggar. He was learning too fast! Still smarting from cold and 
a twice-taught lesson, I followed from behind, determined to dive 
under him and pull him, struggling-down, the second time. But he 
was eel-fast and slippery and wriggled clear. He sat on my head 
till I pounded his plump bottom for release. As I came up spluttering 
he thrust his hand on my face and laughed, "Go away, let me play 
my own games." 



Adam 
Adam was man -
He ran on two legs, 
And squatted while he ate; 
Ate, slept and liv~d his livid life, 
While thru the day 
The monkeys wondered, 
Pondered, 
And thunder raised their eyes 
from under lids to fear. 

Adam was man-
Eve also ran on two legs, 
Slim, 
While Evil slid 
(It's eyes- no lids ) 
The n1onkeys sat 
So fat , 
And ate with mates, 
And searched for salty scales 
The males were there 
And also stared 
With care and grinned 
With yellowed masticators. 
Adam was man -
And feared the features of a chewing mate, 
Who had no scale 
Nor yet a tail. 

Forfeit the male - it suits; 
Forfeited for forbidden fruits ; 
A fruity red 
From lidless Evil 
To Eve. 
Both were deceived: 
Left naught to Eve, 
And Evil, ill. 

- NIARIO PRIZEK 
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Three Poems 

NARRATIVE 

Through your eyes' round and perfect pupils 
Set like green jade, reticular inside a glass, 
Looking down, and trying to reach and know, 
I have seen disintegrate the light appearances 
Around the edge of each slight, sensitive orbit, 
And past the primitive palings of your pupils 
As into sleep, the leap from this white world 
Into a realer dream, I shot my sky spearheads; 
Your perfect pupils opened to me, my warrior, 
And panting bravely then, I entered there 
Through your eyes, to look one still moment 
Into an actual future, a summer's playtime, 
Boys in a green field, their change and motion, 
Trees in a warming wind, and hectic light, 
Voices and shouts in horizontal sunlight
And in a green field, the spry boys playing. 
Their figures there were forward, bright and springy 
(The ache to make them real is real, love ! ) 
And now we cannot leave them, loving or waiting. 
For we 1nust go now, we must follow their way 
To where the air's electric, sunlight prosperous. 
And we must run, love, run crying, yet singing 
Even though we know, even though we both know 
That here we cannot live or love the same again. 

SONNET 

When I see you leave me sometimes, gone with a crowd, 
Or in a streetcar, suddenly taken away from me, 
I look for your face at last, as if the light should 
Then shine on you, as in a mirror, and shine on me. 

Brilliant at first, on the delightful sidewalks 
I see the white handkerchief of you leaving 
Whom I will meet tomorrow, and my pride walks 
White-eyed and pale, its thin breast heaving; 
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Yet if in the cold, distant sunless quarters 
·Where a dread wind drives ghosts out unawares, 
From their dead ruins, though a building totters , 
I should walk, silent and ashamed, in tears-
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I know that in my secret, self-deceptive terrors 
Still runs the streak of you, distant, as in a mirror. 

A SPRIG OF F IR 

Death is enclosed in this stem and needles, 
Vlhich is death's eyelash to me, frozen in snow; 
Every atom of it broken, weeps of death, 
Shines of it quietly., and of its mystery. 
So we come to the edge of life, to darkness, 
Having crossed a brief space, we near death. 
We have lived swift mom~nts, the rest are swifter, 
And look- there is light, a gleam in darkness, 
That gives the lie to the sure and shallow-
To a world of windows, parasols and pencils. 
Mystery, you hold me in the nearest atom, 
In the sprig of a tree) in the falling snow -: 
Make me a wild hunter after death's truth, 
And reach to me in this corner of ma·n's mind. 

- LOUIS DU.D.EK 

Two Poe1ns 

ON THOMAS WOLFE 

Wolfe, on the bed, was struggling to re1nove 
The bandage of the dream around his eyes; 
His hands, unconscious, hunted for the feel 
Of objects thrusting up their wicker veins 
To build the framework of reality. 
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Caught in the web, but planning to restore 
All things in proper place upon the shelf, 
He held the fallen earth and tried to roll 
The play-hoop of the planet with a spin 
Starting it on its orbit once again. 

But as its shape swung by him ·Iike a scythe 
Cutting a swathe of sky, he saw the world 
All moving in the river of his eyes-
He saw half-wakened objects, caught like wasps. 
Fuss in the glowing amber of the air. 

THE (:RIMINAL 

When, in the final act, the angry crowd 
Have got the criminal cornered, and declaim 
At every flaw of personality 

Dyed by his conscience to appear a crime, 
Out of the hidden holster he will pull 
The truth about himself that no one knew. 

Installed once more as villain of the play 
He edges towards the open door and plans 
To seize the horse and make the getaway; 

But when the wise one in the crowd who knows 
This crook is always fooled by such a ruse 
Shouts out as though to someone at his back 

His shadow, rushing upward from the floor, 
Will throw a stranglehold around his neck 
And bear him downward underneath his fear. 

- JOHN SUTHERLAND 

April 
Returning with an annual passion 
April winds suck buds 
Blow greenness into the palmate leaf 
And find 0 passionate lady at dresser 
Moulting. Hair and cuticle 
Stream with the season through her mirror. 



Under the forensic sunlight 
Humans rancid beside sweet- smelling 
Trees sprawl between the thorns 
While Mount Royal slopes 
Its green arms under their arses; 
And the one-ar1ned beggar brutal 
With his yellow and red pencils 
Dies with a windmill in his arms
There were no shebas, not even jills. 

At the base hospital behind the lines 
Ideologies are carried out in bedpans 
And next april and the april after 
The veterans of the two last wars 

~ 

Will lay their crutches against the lighted 
Cross that shines steadfast upon the city 
With the faith of its shareholders. 

Returning with an annual passion 
April winds suck buds 
And Christ, Christ in a fox-hole 
Cannot save n1y soul. 

- IRVING LAYTON 

Acade1nic Literature 
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- LOUIS DUDEK 

It must occur to anyone after awhile who reads Canadian 
poetry that_ a considerable part of our literature is being written 
in the universities, by professors and teachers. The list of Canadian 
poets who are in the academic profession includes a solid majority 
of the best Canadian writers, in proof of which a partial list can 
be given, gleaned from The Book of Canadian PoetTy of A. J. M. 
Smith, E. J. Pratt, Earle Birney, F. R. Scott, Robert Finch, L. A. 
l\1:ackay, A. J. M. Smith, Alfred G. Bailey, James Wreford, Patrick 
Anderson, Margaret A vison ... An amazing list, statistically; and 
yet all these writers are pursuing' an academic career of one sort 
or another as a profession. 
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Is this fact significant? It does not hold true for the 1najor 
writers in Eng-lish, and American literature. The big names in 
America, frm;; Walt vVhitman and Bret Harte to Edgar Lee 
Masters, Sandburg, and Robert Frost, are by origin removed from 
the colleges, although they may ha\ e been drawn into the orbit at 
times. They have cmne out of, and returned again to the cave of 
common 1nen. In England, the group of writers who started off 
modern poetry, the imagi ts , were bohmnian intellectuals; Pound, 
Aldington, Lawrence, and the rest. Theirs, again, was not an 
academic life or literature, although the writers had a background 
of learning and tradition. 

It is significant, however, even outside of Canada, that during 
the so-called decline of the 30's, and in thi · war, there s en1s to be 
a preponderance of acad 1nic writing everywhere. A brief survey 
of Poetry of Chicago, or Partisan R eL'iClc , will reveal that the poets 
appearing there are almost exclusi' ely teachers and lecturers in 
the universities. By way of correlation, there is also a lack of 
liveliness in their poetry - except for the unnatural exploitation 
of the vivid image - -an abundance of intellectual concentration, 
and a preference for word-patterns rather than poetry. Would it 
be a mistake to connect the two facts: the style of our latest poetry 
and the retreat into the ivy-wreathed tower, the university? 

This arty literature - or, if you like, true culture - is finding 
the going hard, under the economic pressures of n1odern life: The 
artist is therefore running into the modern cloister, uncloistered 
as it is, the university, where he can find partial shelter. But 
neither blue-blood artist nor the cloistered type of university see1ns 
to be destined to survive for long; in a last desperate effort, they 
are clinging together for comfort. 

Now there are probably reasons ·why acade1nic literature 
weighs so heavily in the balance in Canada. Some of these are 
described by E. K. Brown in his book On Cana r/ian Poetry in the 
pages dealing with the difficulties of writing poetry in .this country. 
Also, Canada is essentially commercial and dead to anything like 
literature; it is a conventional, narrow, and mat.erialistic country; 
and in such a country, where there is no public, there can be no 
people's poets or artists. The lack must be found in both the people 
and the poets, and for the same sociological reasons: those condi
tions which produce readers of poetry produce poets also. 

Then what are th effects of this state of affairs? A poet, more 



perhaps than any other 1nan, is conditioned by his occupation, the 
habitual use which he m.akes of h is mind and body. Poets in the 
acadcn1ic profession are naturally influenced by their academic 
pur::mits and environnment. They are out of real everyday contact 
with the main currents of contemporary life, with the result that 
1 he·r poetry suffers. What they learn from libraries overbalances 
and spoils much of their poetry, enjoyabl8 and compet ent as it 
often is. Without making any ot her comparison than this one (in 
fact, I admire the carvlngs of Smith, and the very clever verse of 
F . R. Scott), note the simple, direct lines of Raymond Knister, who 
worked for n1any years on a farm, beside the very different poetry 
of A. J. J\.1. Smith who t eaches at Iviichigan State College; or again, 
the rich, full-bloodedness of A. N" . Klein , Mont real lawyer, beside 
the intellect ual poerns of F. R. Scott, who is on the faculty of 
lVIcGill Un1.versity. University writers may be good; but they are 
usually not n1uch alive. There is usually a certain lack, of liveliness, 
the sense of reality, the hu1nan ton ch, a content of common sense. 
It is the difference between understanding through emotion and 
experience and through the book and the mind a lone. Our sheltered 
poets n1ay profi t from exper~ence "to the best of their ability", but 
the library logic gets the best of them in the long run. 

In including this write-up, v, hich should not be taken as a 
na :.Jty criticism but merely as a suggestion about a common pro
blen1, I think t hat the trouble w~th "academic" poetry is r elated 
to a further and much broader issue. In Europe through the past 
centuries, learning the accum.ulated lore of Western civilization, 
was developed by t he priestly and later by the aristocratic or 
leisure classes of society, Loth of wh.ch were essentially parasitic 
on the eco11omic life of the people. Our univer sities are an out
growth of this civilization. And the tendency of our civilization in 
the past, for the reason just given, has often been to move away 
from its relation to the real currents of life ; where by "real" I 
mean purposeful, related to the solid physical basis of life, work 
for sustenance under economic necessity, etc. 

Our Western civilization, therefore, has largely been falsified 
th~oughout by its i rl a-lism, its unpragmatic values, its tendency 
to build spiritual castles in the air. No less than a complete revision, 
starting with a revolution in each individual's thinking, is what we 
are faced with. And the whole prdcess may be the work of decades, 
demanding new forms of society. 

Can we discover, in part at least, the art and poetry that this 
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implies, on this new and gradually unfolding horizon of living and 
thinking? 
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